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Peg Blake resigns,
Wheeler to continue
as interim Vpi
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Cut locks and computer 'accessorles were strewn abo~t th~ VIllage aparlments computer lab after a break-In on June 20.

PHaro CDUlmSY

Computers stolen from Village
apartments -lab, no arrests made
BY 5ARA BAHN50N
ASSistant News Editor

Four computers were stolen
from the Boise State University
Villageapartments' computerlab
on June 20,prompting signlflcan;
changes in security equipment
and employeeeducation.
Officials say at"approximately
3:00a.m., a man entered the computer lab with a key, identified
himself as an employeeto a female
present in the lab,and toldher that

the 24-hour lab was closed..The locked at all times. can be entered
BSU Police Department believes through the use of a traditional
that four all-in-one computers, to key or a student 10 key card.
which the computer unit and the
Video surveillance of the commonitor are attached, were stolen puter lab was in use at the time
by the man follo~ing thedepar- ." of-the theft, but images gathered
ture of the female witness. .
were .deemed unusable. .police.
The BSU Police Department, say.
. .
is following up on a number of
"We don't have a good picture
leads in the theft, but say they of the suspect, which is unfortuare at a loss in the case due to a nate," said Craig Thompson, dilack of proper surveillance and rector of'StudenrHousing.
the inability to trace the key that
Officials say the inadequate
was used by the alleged intruder surveillance. in combination with
or intruders. The lab, which is a lack of personal responsibility'
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DALLAS- Tom Cruise's highprofile trashing of psychiatry
should come as no shocker to
anyone familiar with his religion.
Scientology's position regarding
most of psychiatry is comparable to official Catholic teachings
about abortion.
Scientology says that all psychologicalills are a result ofa particular kind of psycho-spiritual
wound, and that medications and
other tools of modern psychiatry,
notably electroshock therapy, are .
useless and harmful.
What kind of religion sets up a
psychological theory as sacred
doctrine? A thoroughly modern
one. The Church of Scientology,.
no relation to Christian Science"
is barely 50years old. Founded in
America, it stands as a particularly successful new religious movement.
-----wst how successful,however,is
. a matter of dispute.Scientologists
count their worldwide numbers
in the millions. Many religion sociologists say the real numbers
are a tenth as large.
What can't be argued is that
.Scientology has some famous'
adherents: Cruise. John Travolta,
and KirstieAlleyamong them. It's
also clear that Cruise's plugging
Of ·War· of the •Worlds,~ which .'
•.opened Wednesdlly,not to men. tion his gushy wooing ofacness
KatieHolmes,has raised the level

or psychiatrist. He was born in
Tilden, Neb., in 1911and served
in the Navy during World War
II. As a member of the New York
Explorers Club, he was credited

site, in explaining the faith, says:
"Man is an immortal spiritual being. His experience extends well
beyond a single lifetime. His capabilities are unlimited, even

with participa- -----------'----tion in several
"It's an optical
scientific ex-

illusion

if not presently realized.
Sci e n to log y
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1998after serVing13years at the
University of Nebraska-Lincoln.
where she earned her Ph.D.in education administration.
At Boise State, she oversaw a
department of more than 200employees with an annual budget of
$22million.
This year, she completed her
term as president of the 9,000member National Association of
Student Personnel Administrator,
Zangsaid.
Other
milestones
Blake
achieved during her time at Boise
State include construction of the

Scientology: What. it is and isn't
BY JEFFERY WEISS
The Dallas Morning News
Knight Ridder Tribune

UNIVERSITY

many milestones, including the
completion of a 40-child addition to the Children's Center, development of an expanded New
Student Orientation Program,
co-chairing with BSU Provost
Sona Andrews on the Preshman
Success Task Force, and championing the $8.5 million Student
Services Buildingand a $12.5million Student Health Wellness and
Counseling facility.
"She.will certainly be missed
and was a tireless advocate for the
shideiftii IoZiiiik..:Siiiif"':)'
V ..
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Magazine crews posi ng
as BSU students in Boise

pe~~tio~~~ a
[that many celebrities
~~~:be~o~~i~
friend of John are Scientologists] , , ,No cally good, and
Cam p bell,
more than a half-dozen
that. his spirithe editor of
tual salvation
Astounding
have been publicly asso- depends upon
S c ie nee
iat d ith S·Clent 0 1ogy, "himself
and
Fiction, one. CIa e WI
his fellowsand
of the besthis attainment
known magaof brotherhood
zines of the pulp era. Campbell, with the universe."
who became an enthusiastic adQ: Is there anything scientific
vocate for "Dianetics," published about Scientology?
some of Mr.Hubbard's work.
A: It is certainly "scientistic": it
Hubbard died in 1986,"having uses jargon and gizmos that seem
accomplished:' according to his scientific.
official biography, "all he set out
For instance. there's the "e.to do." He leftthousands of pages meter," a sort of low-levellie deofwritings and hundreds ofhours teeter, The person being examof recorded statements, all of ined, "audited" is the official
which are considered sacred text term, holds two metal cans conbyScitmtologists.
nected by a. wire to the meter.
Q: What makes Scientology a Stress' affects conductivity, .so
religion?
.'
the auditor searches for words or,
A:Hubbard eventually claimed situatlons that jiggle the needle.
that .engrams were not simply Scientologists believe that those
produced. in this life, but that jigglesare evidence of engrams.
'everyone carries the. residue of
Auditors focus on those areas,
billions of years of past lives.All . desensitizing the person through
..people are said tonave a "thetan," repetition. until the needle' no
something like a soul In other re- longer jiggles. Scientologists be. ligious traditions.
lieve that's evidence that the en'. . Scil~ntologi recognizes the gram has been released. When
.existence of an impersonal su~ they-'reallreleased"the person is
premebeing; but one verydiffer· considered"clear.=~;.' ..
Sdentologists pay' to be audltedllnd forlllanyoJher classes

See Bllke
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BY TIM HOOD
News Writer

There have been reports made
recently to the Boise Police
Department of young people
misrepresenting themselves and
their intentions in order to sell
books or magazine subscriptions. These reports have come in
from throughout Boise and Ada
County.
.
One incident involved young
men posing as BSUstudents soliciting cash donations for. the
Children's HomeSocietyoftdaho,
In another incident, a young
woman selling magazines forced
her way into a west Boise'home
and then stole a DVD that was
sitting on the table after she was
asked to leave.There were also reports ofpurses being stolenin two
different Boise-areahomes.
"It sounds likeS. magazine
crew,"says Sam, a former magaziriesalesperson.' "They say they
.are.'working with organizations
and posing as collegestudems-at
sounds like the kind of things that
magazinecreWsdo.~:
..
ar~~:::t~~~wt~~~::c~e;~~

magcrews and salespersons are
legitimate, but scams and frauds
are not uncommon.
"Something they'll do, if you're
not going to buy a magazine,
they'll ask you for a small cash
donation of five or ten dollarswhich they'll usually just putin
their pocket:' Sam said. Or, if you
pay for a magazine subscription
with cash, the salesperson may
not even process your order and
keep the cash for themselves. .
"It'snot that they're necessarily
bad people, they're just in a bad
situation. The salespeople . are
paid verylittle and feel compelled
to stay in the situation because
they often have nowhere else te
go:' said Sam.
.. . ..
"They'rejust capitalizing off of
. young kids to make. money,.and
they don't pay them very much.
It's really screwed up.~'·
..'.. .
According to Sam,thecompa-',
. niesbehindthe~.1JlagCrew,s put'
outadsjn Ii~pli.~rstatgetlng
young people tijl9:mi>~sP!g up~
front bonuses and,thethance to
.traveb"It appeals.i~~~~~ peo.pl~~··
to be.able totra
.." 'nd;'5cll'-:, .:;
..,.~Jt~~es;·.an ..·.

people. These crews consist of a '...•'.The. city of .
.creWleader and anywherefrOni.otli·'
.' ..'
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MUSic,poUtics

merge in Live 8 '
cOncerts across

Latestofficial'
tally puts tsunami
death toll at about

tbeglobe

225,000

I,

Idaho Dance
Theatre gets
$10,000 grant
BOISE
Idaho Dance
Theatre,
a contemporary
dance company that is housed
in Boise State
University's
Theatre Arts Department, has
been awarded a $10,000 grant
by the National Endowment
forthe Arts.
The grant will allow the
company to perform in underserved rural areas in Idaho.
A
tentative performance
schedule includes stops during the fall irt AmericanFalls,
Burley and Mackay. The tour
will last for 10days and will
showcase new choreography
in five communities.
The company also will do'
educational outreach in at
least one school on each stop
ofthe
tour, and the company will tailor its performances
to what the children are currently learning. Joan Dashiell,
!DT's managing director, said
that this is the first time that
the' company will do educational outreach in rural areas.
This.is the first grant that the
company has received from
the NEA, Dashiell said. !DT
was the only dance company
in southern Idaho to receive
anNEAgrant.
Idaho Dance Theatre is
Idaho's only professional, contemporary dance company.
The
company performs
in Boise and in other Western
cities.
.'

LONDON - The new era of
BANDA ACEH, Indonesia
celebrity diplomacy, kicked - About 225,000 people were
up Its volume Saturday, with killed in the Asian tsunami,
rock concerts on four conti- according to the latest offlnents aimed at forcing world cial estimates, making it one
leaders to increase aid to of the deadliest natural diAfrica, cancel existing debt sasters in recorded history.
and open up trade.
The precise number of vicThe concerts, the first in tims may never be known
Tokyo and the last ofthe day with certainty, experts said,
ending in Barrie, Canada, at- but the tally represents the
tracted more than a million best assessment to date.
in person, and a potential
Governments from the tsutelevision audience of bil- narni-affected countries have
lions. The effort was called confirmed the deaths of at
Live 8, a counterweight to the least 178,953 people. Nearly
G-8 summit scheduled to be- 50,000 remain missing, and
gin Wednesdayin Gleneagles, most of those are presumed
Scotland. The G-8 is a group dead, bringing -the total to
of the world's eight most pow- around 225,uOO.
erfulleaders. Attheir meeting
Only a handful of disasthis week, they are scheduled
tershave claimed more than
to address African economic
200,000 lives, mainly earthand global climate issues.
quakes in China. Most recentIn addition to the con- Iy,a 1976temblor in Tangshan
certs, almost a quarter mil- killed about 250,000, accordlion protesters marched 'in ing to the Chinese governEdinburgh, the nearest large ment; some estimates place
city to the summit site, call- the toll at more than twice
ing for an end to poverty.
that.
Summit participants, inIndonesia accounts for
eluding President Bush and more than two-thirds of the
British Prime Minister Tony tsunami's victims.
Blair, have already prelimiAs of mid-June, • 131,029
narily agreed to cancel $40 bodies had been found and
billion of debt in the world's buried, according to the
poorest nations, and to in-' Indonesian Red Cross, which
crease direct aid moving to- has taken on the task of colward the $25 billion to $50 lecting the bodies. Another
billion called for by Live 8 or- 37,000people are missing.
ganizers.
In three other countries,
The G-8 . includes the the number of victims nurnUnited
States,
United bered Iin the thousands:
Kingdom, Canada, France, 31,229 in Sri Lanka and more
Italy, Germany, Japan and than lO,OOO
in India, with an- ,
Fr
Russia, and there was a con- other 5,600 missing in the reo
cert in each nation.
mote Andaman and Nicobar
orr stage, ...Bono, of the,~:r'J~S:
7".-"·~"'-" "',"'~ _ .•,,.,..,..~~".·'.:·r.. '.
,. rock group U2, said that they
Thailand has rec~,''Ioj, ,.....~ ..""",
~B....Ql..§§,.;...TheFrank Church
weren't-there to change the
5,395,bodies and tallilfJ.'I~~~WJi'~~'" .·;+Ift8till#~,;:al
Boise, State
world, but to energize the au- 2,800 missing.
". University, has announced
dience 10 take up the cause.
Among the dead were a
receipt of a $lO,OOOdonation
"The rock stars and hip hop number of foreign tourists,
from actor Paul Newman.
stars can't change anything,"
including 557 Germans and
Bethine Church, widow of for.
he said. "But the audience
5.43 Swedes. The American
mer Sen. Frank Church, said
can. They can put the polltideath toll stands at 33, with
that she and her husband had
clans who do something in 25 confirmed dead and eight
socialized with Newman and
and out of office."
presumed dead.
his wife Joanne
Woodward

Paul Newman
donation supports
k Ch h
al,l
urc
Institute

0 .,
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Department has a list of 12 possible suspects and is narrowing
down the list with the help of the
witness' physical description.
"We don't know whether the
theft is internal or external," said
Thompson.
It is also unknown whether
or not the suspect is a resident
of one of the three apartments
that have access to the computer
lab. Residents at the University
Village, University Park, and
Heights Manor apartments have
keys to the lab.
"It could have been as simple as
someone leaving the door to the
laundry room open because of
the heat," Baughman said.
In the past, overhead projector
equipment and minor peripheral
equipment, such as keyboards
and mice, were stolen from
the campus labs, officials say.
However. a computer was reported stolen from the same lab one
week earlier. No witnesses to this
theft have come forward, but the
BSU Police Department says that
the same suspect was involved.
Police say their goal, beyond
locating the suspect, is to hold
someone accountable for the

SCientology

equipment in the labs through
dollars on his training.
education.
Q: What's Scientology's beef
"When an employee sees some- with psychiatry?
thing missing now, they wonder
A: Recall Scientology's origin,
why and move on," said Nichols. the claim of a perfect explanation
"If their job was dependent on for all psychological ailments.
that equipment being there, then If all it takes to cure someone of
only a day would go by instead of these ills is a noninvasive procea week."
dure, then drugs and other tools
Nichols and the BSU Police of psychology, including electroDepartment say they plan on shock therapy, just create needprovidlnginstrucuon to campus
less suffering.
employees through the security
Q: What controversies has the
department.
Church of Scientology been inThe Department of Housing volved in?
says it is doing its part to prevent
A: Some former members, and
computer theft and to aid the in· others, accuse the church ofcoercformation gathering process if the ing people to join and punishing
theft occurs again.
those who leave. Reporters who
"We're upgrading cameras to wrote critically about Scientology
'the campus standard in which said they've been harassed with
actions are recorded in the BSU lawsuits and subjected to personsecurity office," said Thompson.
al attacks.
"We're also eliminating key acThere's no argument about
, cess, which is harder to track, to the church's litigious history.
everyone but Housing staff."
'Supporters
say the many suits
However,Baughman
recom- have been filed in self-defense.
mends a more severe change. "If it
Several governments have inwere up to me, I would take away vestigated the church on allegaevery key and the campus police tions of cult activities. Germany,
could monitor the use of the com- France, the United Kingdom,
puter lab through the key cards," and Canada, among others, have
said Baughman.
taken official positions against

, :".FormerlY"
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when Frank was aU.S.senator liVing in Washington, D.C.
Newman and
Woodward
are currently hOnorary members of the Institute's board of
directors.
The donation will help fund
'a Frank Church Public Policy
Scholarship. Donations of
$5,000 or more receive matching funds from the Boise
Iridustrial Foundation.
Church praised Newman for
his philanthropy, which includes more than $150 million
in donations for good causes,
such as his Hole in the Wall
Gang camps for children with
serious illnesses. "I think he's
a terribly dedicated human
being and an incredibly gifted
actor," Church said. "For him
to remember a friendship of so
long ago with Frank makes me
feel warm."
Other recent donations include a $10,000 pledge from
Nike vice president Joseph
Ha and donations from Ed
Friendly and FAD Schwartz.
Ha and Friendly are also honorary board
members.
The Frank Church Institute
was established in 1982 as
the Frank Church Chair
of
Public Affairs to honor the achievements and carry forward the principles of
Frank Church. The institute's
endowment has been used
to fund the annual Frank'
Church Conferences and the
Frank Church Distinguished
Professor. This year's conference, slated for Nov. 3, will focus on "Global Flash Points:
Clash of Cultures." More information will be posted closer to that date at www.frankchurchinstitute.org.,

Boise State Physics
Prof receives
$400,000 Grant
BOISE - Boise State physics
professor Alex Punnoose has
received the National Science
Foundation's most prestigious
award for early career faculty
- a $400,000
grant that

.

reepgnizes his effectiveness
at ~ltegratirig educatlenand
rese~rch.
"
The CAREER award,given
to dutstandingfacl1Ityfrom
acro~s
the nation who are most
\
likely to become the academic
leaders ofthe 21st century, will
supp~rt Punnoose'sresearch.
The grant also provides funding for as many as 15 Boise
State graduate and undergraduate students to work in his lab
over the next five years.
"I'm very honored to receive
this award," said Punnoose,
who joined Boise State's
faculty in 2002. "My research
techniques and the topics I
teach are directly related and I
find that conducting research
makes me a better teacher.
Working with undergraduate students is really fun and
I also learn many things from
my Students that are useful in
my r~search."
'

National Science
Foundation awards
$620,000 to BSU
BOISE-The National Science
Foundationhas awarded Boise
State University a $620,000
grant to purchase state-ofthe-art equipment for a new
Isotope Geology Laboratory
that will be the first of its kind
in (he,Interior Northwest
The NSF grant will fund a
thermal ionization mass spectrometer, or TIMS. The instrument measures the products
of radioactive decay in microscopic minerals and can
be used to determine the age
of geologic materials such as
rocks or fossils, and the composition of environmental
samples such as dissolved
minerals in water or lead
contaminants in soil.
The TIMS equipment will be
the centerpiece of a new ultraclean laboratory now under
construction at Boise State,
according to Mark Schmitz, a
Boise State geosciences professor who procured the grant.
The new facility will enable

Magcrews

[from page 1]

Scientology. Some of those have
been reversed, and the church, is
trying to overturn other critical
rulings.
Q: Why arc so many celebrities
Scientologists?
A: It's an optical illusion. In
truth, no more than a half-dozen
or so celebrities have been publicly associated with Scientology.
In addition to Cruise, Travolta,
and Alley, you have Kelly Preston
(Travolta's wife), Isaac Hayes,
Chick Corea, and Greta Van
Susteren.
We hear about celebrities following any religious movement
because
they're
celebrities:
Buddhism has Richard Gere,
Phil Jackson, and Tina' Turner,
Transcendental
Meditation
had the Beatles. Madonna,
Britney Spears, and Demi Moore
are famously associated with
Kabbalah.
Q: Where can I get more information?
A: The official Web site is www.
scientology.org. Of the many sites
critical of Scientology, one of the
most popular is wwwxenu.net,

Instead, the magcrews will work
in these areas until the local authorities are onto them, then simply move to another area. Boise
Police have issued at least two
citations recently for soliciting
without a license.
Charlene Miller, a Boise Police
Department crime prevention
specialist, warns people to be
wary of strangers that knock on
your door. "People don't have to
answer their door to people they
don't know and aren't expecting,"
she said.

Boise State faculty and students to collaborate with scientists at similar labs at the'
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, the University of
California-Berkeley and other
research universities as part of
a National Science Foundation
program.'
In addition, the new TIMS
equipment will support a
number of local and regionalresearch projects, such as
determining when volcanic
eruptions occurred on the
Snake River Plain, or tracing
how quickly water flows underground through the Boise
Foothills and what dissolved
minerals it picks up along the
way.

Professor Named
Fulbright Scholar
BOISE - Marcy Newman ,
assistant professor of English
at Boise State University, has
been awarded a Fulbright
Scholar grant to study outside
of the United States during
the
2005-06 academic year.
Newman will lecture and conduct research at the University
of Jordan in Amman, Jordan.
Her research will focus on how
Jewish and Palestinian children learn about one another
in the U~ited States and in
Palestine and Israel.
The award is made by the
J. William Fulbright Foreign
Scholarship Board, which has
12 members appointed by the
president of the United States.
Grants are made possible
through funds appropriated
annually by the United States
Congress, as well as contributions from partner countries and the private sector.
The purpose of the Fulbright
Program is to increase mutual
understanding between the
people of the United States and
those in the approximately 140: '
cOUlitriesturrently participating in the program.
Recipients
of Fulbright
Scholar awards are selected on
the basis of academic or professional achievement and because they have demonstrated extraordinary leadership
potential in their fields. '

[from page 1]
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But, if you do answer, ask to
see a license. If the salesperson
doesn't have one, call the police.
It is illegal to solicit door to door in
Boise without a license. But most
importantly, never let a stranger
into your home, Miller said.
"It was a bad experience," says
Sam. ,"I wish I never would have
done it, but that's the thing that
appeals to people. If you need to
get away, you can join a magcrew.
Youjust get sucked in, and before
you know it, you want to quit, but
you have nowhere to go."
'

I----~--------------
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Student Recreation Center, implementation of, the PeopleSoft
student information system, construction of two major student
housing projects, and creation of
a university-wide student leadership development and recognition program.
Blake withdrew her name as a
candidate for the same job at the
University ofTexas after she was

arrested.
According to Zang, the student '
affairs department encompasses
admissions, bookstore. campus
recreation, career, center, chilo
dren's center, financial aid, registrar, student leadership program,
student union, activities, campus
housing, and health, wellness,
and counseling services.
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The' color of j.usticeis not orange' and'blue
Cam Hall's scholarship status should not
BRANDON NOLlA
Opinion Writer

Cam Hall may end up leaving a hell of a legacy at BSU. Like
most student-athletes, he probably hoped for seasons of glory on
the Smurf turf, his name remembered as one ofthe many Broncos
who were part of a storied season.
He almost had it, too. Regardless
of how things go in the next few
months, it's gone now.
And so it begins. Hall has now
become the focus of much attention, media and otherwise, and is
now a newsworthy name. People

are interested, not justin his past
or the crimes he's accused of, but
in the fallout of his BSU career as
well.
One of the points I've heard
raised lately is the fact, as reported in The Arbiter on June 22, that
Hall is retaining his scholarship,
despite his decision to remove
himself from the Broncos' active
roster. Thus, Hall is, in essence,
receiving compensation for an
activity he is UO longer doing. Is
this fair?
Well, let's examine this ques, tion. First of all, Hall hasn't quit
the Bronco squad; he is still able
to work out with the team and may

'workas an assistant coach or scout dia, law enforcement, and negaplayer. He was suspended from tive public sentiment into the
the squad anyway, a situation his mix, and you're asking for a breakdecision to step aside reversed, so down. Flexibility is called for.
his status hasn't changed much. A
Spin it another. way. What if
change that makes no difference
Hall wasn't involved with crimiis just semantics.
nal proceedings, but couldn't
Second of all, I think everybody play? Say, for example, he'd had
can agree that these are extraor- a career-ending injury, like a: Joe
dinary circumstances. Even if Theisman special. If he had an inhe had been allowed to stay ac- jury that left him unable to walk
tive, which is pretty questionable,
quickly, much less run, would his
who the hell needs that kind of scholarship be in jeopardy then?
attention? Student-athletes have
I doubt it. I imagine that the
to juggle games, practices, and Bronco squad would find him
school on top of their outside a way to stay involved with the
lives. Throw legal proceedings,
team and keep his scholarship,
increased scrutiny from the me- and nobody but the permanently

be in jeopardy

discontented would bitch about
it. But he didn't have an injury, I
hear the malcontents say. He' was
involved in a road rage incident
and faces criminal charges-vehicular manslaughter, in fact.
That's not the same.
Well, why isn't it? It certainly
falls under extraordinary circumstances, doesn't it? And, let's
not forget, -Hall is, like any of us
would be, presumed innocent
until proven guilty. Hall's culpability, if any, in the deaths ofTony,
Stephanie, and Zoe Perfect has to
be proven beyond a reasonable
doubt in court.

I know you all think you understand that, thanks to a steady diet
of "Law and Order," but Ldoubt
anyone believes it. Doesn't matter, though. The principle holds
true whether you believe it or not.
Does it matter to me personally wliether Hall keeps -or loses
his scholarship? Nope, it doesn't
make a damn bit of difference to
my daily life. As a principle, however, it would be criminal to take
the scholarship back, and take
Hall's chances of finishing his
education (you remember edu.cation, right-the reason we all
come here),' before all the facts
are in.
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Camping, kids, and singleness
This and more in-less than eight minutes lAMERA HELGESON
Opinion Writer

I am single. I've always been the
person snickering at the couple
in matching jogging outfits, trying to order for one another at
Starbucks, or an almost identical
couple, calculator in hand, arguing over the tip at Aslago's, But, I
suddenly had an epiphany about
how horrible it would be to be
alone my entire life. Every human I have ever met has wanted
to be loved. (i.e. tou'ched,held,.ap·~
predated, cared for, hugged, and
listened to). Great sex isn't bad
either.
When I tell my friends that I am
lonely, they ask, "How can you be,
with four children?" Don't get me
wrong, I love my kids. I love talking with them, hanging out with
them, etc. We watch movies together, we cook together, and this
summer, we even camped together.
Over the Fourth of July weekend in a remote, mountainous,
get-there-by-dirt-roads location,
we went wilderness for five days
and four nights. There was no TV,
no movies, no phones, no going
out to eat or ordering Domino's,
no Starbucks, and no other adults
for me to converse with. I think of
it as my own personal "Survivor."
Loneliness set in, and I was re-

minded that being single sucks!
When my other single friends
and I are in the city, we can hang
out, go out, or meet up (flirt) with
other singles. In the middle of nowhere, there are no bars or clubs
for lonely single people to congregate.
I haven't been single for very
long. At first, I really enjoyed my
non-couple status. I didn't have
to inform anyone of my agenda,
or check on "our" dinner plans. I
had the freedom to come and go
as II pleasedrbutthat' can' leave
you feeling a little boxed in
The struggle is meeting the one
who fulfills all that (and the fear
that it isn't possible).
I have been to a lot of bars, but
they seem to provide only tempo'rary solutions. Everyone at BSU
seems too young for me, or I am
too old for them. I have not tried it
personally, but some of my friends
find dates/romance on-line. but
their eventual letdown after initial euphoria can be annoying to
listen to.
Recently, my friend decided to
host eight-minute dating in Boise,
a popular American fad for bigbusy-city-dwellers trying to find
"that special someone." In one
evening, at a local trendyestablishment, you meet eight people
for eight minutes each to see if
you're compatible enough to meet
again.

Eight minutes isn't enough time
for most of us to order a shake in
the drive-thru at Fanci Freez, but
somehow it Is plenty of time to realize that you hate the other person's voice, face, clothing, body,
attitude, 'or career choice-and
never' want to see them again.
Kudos to anyone who shows up;
I believe to get anything good out
of this life you have to take chances.
The truth is, there are millions
of people cohabitating together
on thls:platieCso:s!ionet or latef ..,
we should bump Into someone we
click with.
.
Right how, though, I am going
to pack up the tents and load up
the van. Later tonight, after the
kids have showered and gone to
bed, I will do my usual "lonely
and single" routine.
I will rent a movie at Hastings,
pick up some ice cream or beer
(depending on my level of depression), and cozy up on the couch.
Later, I will dream for the gazillionth time about the person I am
going to meet and click with in the
produce aisle at Albertsons as we
fondle cantaloupe together.
Readers interested in more information about eight-minute
dating, can' go to 8minutedating.com and register for the local
scene. Otherwise, I'l1 see you in
the produce aisle.

I
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What is sociology' the study.of?

Name: Jeremiah Hagler
Major: Graphic Design
"What is the study ofsoclety."
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Name: Nathalle Gualito
Future Major: Undecided
"It has the word social in it, so social life."
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Sound dating'advice from two' guys \')dthvery different sex lives
"

DREW MAYES

DREW LOWDER

Opinion

Guest Opinion

An entire year with the same woman, building something special-a future if you will--just fantastic stuff
my friend. Real big thumbs up and a cheesy smile from
me to you. The better question is not how do you tell her,
but why have you waited so long? Or, why has she never
brought it up to you?
Contrary to popular belief, the 1950s are over, and
most women I know are not about to wait around for you
to "finally be ready," Did you wait a year because youjust
'found out how you felt about her, or are you trying to save
something that probably should have died a while ago?
Let's fate it, we're not talking about a few months here
... its been a year, plus. Ay-~arof going out to dinner, renting movies, taking vacations together, meeting the parents, and fantasizing about the future, or whatever else
you two are into fantasizing about.
Ifit's really been a year, my guess is she's really not that
into you. Maybe she is just buying time, finishing school,
waiting to move, Orwhatever. Your head should be on a
swivel, because you're about to be bllndsided like a wide
receiver going across the middle.
However, if you're sure I'm way off and she really is just
the coolest girl in the world (who likes to wait around
years for you to get comfortable), then by all means,
go forward and drop the "L" bomb: Whatever you do,
though, throw some hints down about your future together, or (gasp) ask her where she sees things going. You
might be in for a surprise.

So, you are ready to use the BIG"I.:' word?
It is completely understandable that you feel a little ner-

vous about expressing your feelings to her. I mean, I am
sure you express how you feel about her all the time, but
now you are ready to say "I love you,"
,
Yet, it is so strange how those three words can be so dif, ficult to say to another person.
We say this all of the time when referring to inanimate
objects. "I love this song," or "Ilove that movie," The phrase
"I love" for these things is so easy! There is no possible way
of rejection. It isn't like the song won't play for you, or the
movie will cease to exist if it could express that it didn't love
you in return.
The easiest way for you to do this is, of course, if she says
it to you already. Then, you can just start agreeing with her.
I am sure it isn't this easy since you are asking for my advice.
In the past, the best way I have found to make this moment run a little smoother is to sort of approach it from an
angle, and not head on.
Start talking about the future and what she wants. This
will give you a feel for what she is looking for.
That way, you will know if she is looking for a future with
you are not. Just be sure to ask a lot of open-ended ques, tions, so you are sure that her vision of the future includes
y?u.

Yawn ... another terrorist attack
If it doesn't happen in America, do we really care?
BRIAN HOLMES
Opinion

Writer

As I write this, news sources
everywhere are desperately trying not to sound too glib as they
define, in their own words, the
. intent, meaning, and aftermath
of the latest terrorist attack in
London.
There is so much emotion;
guish, and pain going around that
the big cable news networks find
it difficult to cut to the heart of the
matter and have something new
and compassionate to say about
these latest attacks.
But the truth is, this latest
splash from our neighbors across
the pond hasn't exactly sent ripples large enough for us to notice.
Why? Because we don't have to
notice all the attention.
Our media completes our
thoughts, even when we wish
wouldn't. Every time a massive,

an-

vehement tragedy occurs overseas, our networks follow up with
some shameful piece on how
Americans like you, only more
liberal and caring, would "feel"
about said incident.
Murderous bombers struck
Madrid? That's a crying shame,
but it's no 9/11. Jakarta, too? My
God, haven't these people ever
heard of Oklahoma City? '
",
Now please, don't confuse the
issue. This isn't an l-told-you-so
column.
Death is still death, and murder still implies just that, murder.
Because the true meaning of the
issue is still the same--any Briton
that dies at the hands of a terrorist plot carries the same weight
as any Spaniard, Afghani, Iraqi,
Iakartan, or American that has
also been a victim.
However, we, as an addled nation, of quick judgmenls and even
quicker attention spans, know

Editor

that whatever happens outside
our borders doesn't really get the
attention it deserves, and that is
what makes this new terror raid
so interesting.
Only by proxy are we forced to
care. Who wants their day interrupted by Threat LevelOrange?
Getthese subways moving, and
while you're at it, bring in 'more
bomb-sniffing dogs, and'clear"'a~'
path toward "business as usual."
We all want justice for those
poor Londoners. ,
We still want justice for
those killed in Madrid, Jakarta,
Baghdad, and New York,
We all want peace and to return
to our quiet, well-man: .ured little
universes.
But, for the time being, many of
us would just as soon gel some relief from always being positioned
at Threat Level "Bradlolina,'
Because, otherwise, we might not
even care.

~----------------------------- ..

THe CRUTCH.

Breaking up with your college Hot Bronco and guy at the gym:
A real life lesson in altruism
sweetheart is hard to do
DREW MAYES
provlde nothing more than just a her bronco account and tell her
leaving me confused, angry and the distractions in college you
Opinion Editor
good feeling from helping some- that I have found her ID card
bitter at the world. She felt that sometimes don't realize the spe-'" - _Qne else.
and as soon as I get done fighting
it was time to move on and I was cial people around you, and you
Have you ever been in one of
Until that day at the gym, I was crime and saving dying children
There comes a time in most left wondering how something so find out later that you probably
from burncollege students lives were they special and unique could come to did not deserve most of these those classes where you can ac- never quite
tually
feel
yourself
learning?
Not
sure
where
I
ing buildare faced with a break up in an such an abrupt end? And why was ·people
ings I can
intimate relationship. This is a it so hard for me to accept, and
Don't forget that the college ed- just blindly remembering some- stood on the
thing
that
you
were
going
to
reissue.
For
exmeet
her on
hard transition period for those come to the cliche realization that ucation you will receive extends
gurgitate for a test, but actually , ample, when
campus for
who felt something or truly cared everything happens for a reason.
outside of the classroom as well.
helped
coffee and
Now I have been in every type One of the lessons you may learn learning something that expands I
about the other person in the relagive it to
of college "relationship" there is is that love works in mysterious your mind and can be applied to somebody
tionship. I recently went through
real life situations. I know, these jump-start
-her,
one of these transitions in my (the fling, the rebound, the friend ways.
moments are as rare as a Vandal their car, it
Now five
with benefits, etc) but there is
In my last relationship I was
life.
min u t.e s
I was in your typical college something about this one girl that able to learn from the mystery and football victory, but they do hap- did not make
pen,
me feel, any
ago, when I
relationship fora year and a half stood out from the rest. For the gain from it a more clear perspecAbout a week ago, I was in the better about
thought the
before we called it quits. At first first time not just in my college tive of not only myself but also
Boise State University Campus myself. In 1,
WI.
OW,
card
was
career, but my life ... I cared more how the game oflove works. It not
site of this girl I was immediRecreation
Center
on
the
torture
fact,
it
made
from
a
fat,
ately, taken back not only by her about the girl then she did me.
always initially clear why things
kid on the
In a wicked taste of karma I re- happen, but if you give' it some machine, I mean stair master, me late for
looks but her unique personality.
class, so I
stair masEventually we got together, and alized that what happened to me time and really break down the' when some of those thousands
,of dollars I've spent on education
was pretty
tei,. was gowithout boring Y04 with the de- was the same thing that had hap- situation, most of us discover why
gir
ing to just
tails we developed a strong bond. ' pened to the previous girts that I the relationship fizzled away. For finally carne in handy. After a few ann 0 y e d ,
minutes of blasting muscles himy but I did
turn it in
'
We shared virtually all the same had dated in the past.
the rest of us who cannot come to
legs}
cant
pronounce
and
telling
if
anyway
at
the Jront
Wlie.ther it was the college life- an understanding ... we'll, wewill
interests, which left us occupied
desk on my
style, being young, or just me be- just keep telling ourselves it was myself how much I hated the in- just to help
and happy for the time being.
ner me, I noticed that-somebody
the guy out.
way out. So,
Then suddenly before I knew it ing me there was always a definite the other persons fault and find a
had left their student ID card on Yet, when I '
maybe almy college sweetheart was gone, lack of effort on my part. With ail new hotty to sit next to in class.
the machine. I had fully planned
let somebody in my lane who is truism does exist, but only when
on engaging In an act of true al- ,waiting intrafflc, I get pissed off 'you can't get or don't, want anytruism, but then, I noticed theiftheydon'tgivemethatsmallIitthing out of the situation. Or,
pictureon the card.tle
thank you wave. I expect that maybe this is just altruism in a
You see altruism .is maybe the wave and would never let any-. capitalist society.
.
only concept that I've . learned body ill if! thought they wouldn't
Oh, and don't worry, hot Bronco "
in college that I still think about give itto me.':'
,
'
.,
got her card back before I even.
on my own free time. The. basic
Back to the gym, though.The
got off the stair master. Luckyfoi
premise behind it is that (leople picttir,e.on the cardis not just your me She came, over and asked for
~wiIlhelp other people ~th ,no lif- :cvllry<tay chubby kid; It'fjagirl'o:;a'it When Iwas·brelItltlrig', heavy,
,terest in beittg~d~d~or
the!1'.' hot girL. ~ahotBronco if'youwi~..unabl~
to, really, talk" §w~ating
'help. The cynics oftlte. acadermc .•.:Now; the car~ is;in ~YPo~ket;ani:l.pf(}~s.~ly,,' and:, haWth~·furikY,
:woddbeli~JP~t,9J1~
ll1tntism mY~E!8:«!i~~~gliJte~atgi,
,':b~n·i.nsldethe~gyttl'frir-a~c:ouple"
doesJ1otCXlSt·~d,w~w.nl~rilY:J~~
~o~ci~t~~Vie.lknow " ,can,:hours, smell.:What WIts19oihg to
~ngage In actiVIties that help ,tis fiJid her,l'can play
,,'eroroil~;say;~N()l"Hnmf
;\Vhydidn~t I
~I?IIl~w.ay;~
even iftlte~e.actiVitie~. tine, or if she's'~$
e~lli.' think
TRAVIS NIELSEN
Guest Opinion

"The picture on the
card is not just your
d
h
every ay cubby kid.
I'
.1
h
t s a gu .. . a ot
girl , .. ,a hot Bronco '
if
·11N
th
you,
e
car,d is in my pocket,
and my head is turning like that 1in the .
Exorcist movie."
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cu ure
Renowned painter Georgia O'Keefe's Ehic
.
.. ·tilck:
, !\SST.EDlTOR: JoeFirmaga
(culture@arbitaronlina.com)

Hi

The

exhibit at the Boise Art Museum

f'ashion's hits
and misses.
Sunglasses
are the must·
have accessory
for the summer

BYTHOM
GARZONE
CUlture Writer

There were stilllife paintings
of
.common foods and
Continuing through the
paintings of landsummer, and all the way un- '
scapes in both Lake
til mid-September, "Visions
George and New
of the Sublime," an exhibit
Mexico. Whatever a
of Georgia O'Keeffe's paintspectator's favorite,
BY~ARIANA
BEKKER
ings, is showing-at the Boise
they will leave with
Culture Columnist
Art Museum.
the appreciation for
The exhibit also includes
one of the twentieth
Oneof the best aspects of sumphotography by O'Keeffe's
_century's
strongest
mer, besides getting a nice tan (by
husband
Alfred Stieglitz,
artists.
way ofthe sun or spray), is the acand American photographer
We are fortunate to
cumulation of sunglasses. As any
Todd Webb. There is a video
have the opportunity
celebrity can probably tell you,
summarizing O'Keeffe's pro·
to host this O'Keeffe
there is no better accessory than
found career and life playing
exhibit. With the rela pair of sunglasses to create drain one of the rooms at the
evance to their own
rna and glamour in your everyday
museum.
rural 'and agriculwardrobe.
O'Keeffe's art and painttural surroundings,
This season, sunglasses are the
ing consists of mainly landIdahoans can truly
big hit. Everyone seems to have
scapes and still lifes. She
enjoy her masterful
an eye for fashion when it comes
lived at Lake George in up·
artwork.
to picking out a pair of shades.
state New York and in New
In
one
sense,
. This year's sunglasses arc funkMexico, which had a fervent
O'Keeffe's work is a
ier and more playful than they
impact on her work. There's
bit abstract. Overall,
have been in seasons past. Classic
a unique blend of enriched
it's enthralling. The
wlre-rimmed glasses and sporty
colors that captivates her
use of colors and
wraparounds will probably alspectators.
ordinary
Instances
ways endure, but contemporary
O'Keeffe is known for encome alive andjump
styles hark back to old-school
gaging in the "sublime,"
at you. Additionally,
chic, while others explore the
hence the central theme of
patrons are given
space age.
the exhibit.
'the chance to learn
White and colored frames, rathIn
O'Keeffe's
paint.
all about O'Keeffes's
er than the usual black or tortoise
ings, there is an emotional
life with interestshell types, are popping up a lot. A
strength anda countenance
ing excerpts of her
colorful pair of funky shades ,can
of aesthetic simplicity that.
own words that enbrighten up,~, 9,ull outfit,. 9,~,~n;"
emerges on the" "canvas, .
." able' the viewer to be" hance an already lively look.
O'Keeffe transforms
the O'Keelle's Waterfall _ No. Ill Is on display aIBAM. .'
,c
I'JlO'lU ClllllllESYDFTIlEBOISEoWMUSEUI.,iriformed,and
not
Colored lenses. are also a nice
sense. of nature and earth,
tering the museum.
There are 32 paintings and one
..
. merely observe the
alternative to the usual IJlack or
depicting scenes in her surroundThe blurbs posted beside the
sculpture Inell.and in this showpamnngs WIth no ~onte~t. .
brown ones. You can even colorings of New Mexico and Lake paintings are highly informaing, O'Keeffe demonstrates her
So, ~hatever you re doing In the
coordinate your outfit with them.
George.
tive. The photographs of 0'Keeffe, talent in capturing the essence
f?llowmg three months,. make
Wearing a green shirt? Combine it
There are paintings of trees,
by Stieglitz and Webb, place the
ofrural scenes inall their magnitime to go down to the BOIseArt with a pair of green-lensed sunflowers, and of common scenes
audience in a compelling atmotude and aesthetic connection.
,Museum
and ~a~ch O'Keeffe's
glasses and maybe some green
~~~~~~~
~Mm~
strappy sandals (guys, try it with

s 0m e
ten
n i s
shoes tied with
green lacesj.It's a fun
and trendy look that will deflniteIy get you noticed this summer.
Designers such .as Gucci and
Versace have latched on to bugeyed looks that practically swallowyourwhole face-a good thing
when you are trying to elude all
your fans waiting outside Moxie·
or the library.
.
Unfortunately, not all of us can
afford thousands of dollars for de- .
signer .eyewear, but similar styles
can be found at waylower prices in
stores like Macys and Dillards. At
both of these department stores,
the average range for sunglasses
is from $20·$40. Because you are
saving so much money, pick up a
couple of different styles to add to
your sunglasses 'collection,
Of course, we love them for
their fashion possibilities, but it is
no q()ubt$unglasses are practical.
They shield our eyes from dangerous ultraviolet radiation that can
damage our eyesight and keep us,
from having to constantly squint
away from the sun's glare.
Isn't it so nice to know that
summer fashion can save your
eyes, while keeping up with the
latest styles?

Boise fans are treated to Ben Harper's soulful, singing
BY TRACEY SPERLING
Culture Writer
This past Saturday evening,
the Big Easy Concert House was
graced with the presence of
Ben Harper and the Innocent
Criminals, led by musician and
vocalist Ben Harper. What an
amazing concert it was, but what
else would one expect from such a
talented group?

Opening for Harper was solo
artist Tom Freund. Playing instruments such as the' double bass,
guitar, and the harmonica (obvlously not all at the same time as
that would be a show in itself),
Freund's performance was enjoyable, and got the crowd excited for
what was to come.
For anyone who is a Harper fan,
you know it is not easy to describe
his style of music. You can say his

music is incredible, moving; and
fans enjoy his music so much.
can lead a person todo some soul
The Big Easy is not a huge consearching, but the best way to ex- cert house, and there is mostly
perience his music is to simply
standing room, unless you get
listen.
there early. But why anyone
If you mixed up a little bit of would want to sit for this concert
funky reggae, some Southern
is beyond me.
_
gospel, a splash of soul, and a lot
Even if you don't consider yourof peace and harmony, you would
self a dancer, you will become one
be getting close. He belts out his
quickly, as Harper has a: way of
songs very passionatelY::h~.
-is.J ttin.g people to get down.
one reason why so mauf
his
t was great to see such a diverse

Shakesneare Festival
(sorry to say, no espresso).
UPCOMING
SHOWS:
We are so fortunate to live in a
city that appreciates the arts. The
Thurs. - Fri. (7114105):
If you have yet to experience the Idaho Shakespeare Festival isful~
"She Stoops to Conquer"
Idaho Shakespeare Festival, there
Iy funded by sponsors and ticket
is no hetter time t~an Lhe pressales, so keep Lhat in mind when
Sat. - SUD.(7/16/05):
ent.
.
you go to purchase your tickets.
"AFunny Thing Happened on
This
season,
the
Idaho
The cost is about twice as ex·
the Way to the Forum"
Shakespeare Festival is present·
pensive as going to a movie, but
ing five shows, "The Taming ofthe
well worth it, especially since you
Tues. -Wed. (7/19/05):
Shrew," "She Stoops Tc;>
Conquer,"
can bring your own food, wine,
"The Taming of the Shrew'
"A Funny Thing Happened On beer, or whatever else you fancy
The Way To. The Forum," "King (unlike the movies where you
Thurs. -Fri. (7/21/05):
Lear," and last hut certainly not
have to sneakin your own water).
"AFunnyThing Happenedon
least, "The Complete Works Of Since, tha entire show is pretty
the Way to the Forum".
William Shakespeare." The .latter
long,. bring something comfy to
'may sound long, but it's brilliant
sit on if you doli't have reserved
.
'. Sat. (7/23/05):
how thtee actors crain thirty-sevseats.
. .' ,I .
·• ..Tfu~
Taining oCthe Shrew".
en playS into two act~; Absolutely
The Idaho Shakespeare FcstivlU .
not to he missed.
'.. , ..
is Jocated·insoutheast.Boi.~e._,._
Sim; (7)24/05):
. The shows display a bundle of alongside the Boistl River.'Oon't'·AFunllyThingHappenedon
comedic taIent. The actors come
be deceived' whenyol.lheadto
thtlWaytoth~F~rum"
from all over, and it Is quite fasci-' the show, in 90-degree\'iea.ther.
.. Tues~ - Wed. (7/26/05): .
natL'1g to read some ,oftheir bios, Since!t is next tothe river, itgets '.,
The plaY8Jast-apP.IQ~_~~1~ly.!~ur__ex_tr.eIIlely~hIl\Y aSSO(ln~.th~
,
~$eS\OOl"toColtqUer~··
hours, With an interml~sion halfsungo~s
down. Theanl~ial!ce
W-llY ~ugh.
At ~at point,;you ':IS beautlfuliW!ththe,audielices':
can, wander to the cot,I,ttYard,,!~a~ag~sttheSuriset~beyon~
. 'where r . 're$taurants and-ven-,.,ithe.sW~"f9ucanwatch~e"
.
If'..C','
froni.$idads\ {Sett' .,'•.. t the focithUlsap,d enj
'..·:.·.1ili~:htrees,!hdes'e't :an(l'~oft~if:'fth1l~~:>:i::;,::,;:,t;:,:;Li,:;l,J,t~~d

taking all your cares away, or was
that the herbal essence drifting
throughout the crowd? Either
way, it is carefree" feel good music. If one has the opportunity, his
show should not be missed.
Be sure to keep an eye out for
Harper returning to Boise. He is
truly a wonderful, talented artist.
But be sure to get your tickets early, as Saturday night's show sold
out in one day.

•• emyspace@
More blogfor the buck,

BY TRACEY SPERLING
Culture Writer

'fYth:iri"

crowd, from young high school
age to older folks.
The only downfall throughout
the evening was when Harper
came out for his encore. He sat
in a rocking chair playing his lap
guitar, and his voice can be so soft
that unfortunately it was difficult to hear because there were so
many people talking, which was a
bit rude.
Harper's music has a way of

BY MICAH SULLIVAN
Culture Writer
I'm sure you've' heard of
myspace.com, the blog,site with
a million extras. It's great for
friends who want to talk online,
single, people who want to. meet
other singles, matchmakers who
wantto connecttheir friends with
other friends, and families who
wantto keep intouch.
Register for free, and get your
own weblog" anemai! account,
access
to group
discussion
boards; free. classified ad listings,
and· a message. fprum· with tons
of ongoing topics. You can create'
yourownprivatecomniunityand
share photos, jOJ,lrnals, and interests with your friends'friends,
ortrYthenetwo~tqJlgJeaturc,.al~;)n

based on age, sex, zip code, and
avideo segmentthat allows bands
even where they went or are going
to upload live footage or self·proto school. Currently, you can find
duced music videos.
morethanI,700
Boise Stalestu-Findthat
much.neededdrumdents· registered-almost
one of mer in the music classifieds secevery 10 you see around campus.
tion, or whore yourselfQut as the
. It's easy to find and contact other
Treasure Valley's only ukulele· exclassmates, for, ult, whatever rea·
pert-for-hire. You can advertise
son.
your upcoming. concerts in the
The site also offers a music sec- shows section, the most comtion, where national acts, like plete breakdQwn of music events
I:oo Fighters and Billy Corgan of around towri, ,sorted by date or
Smashing Pumpkins fame. keep venue.
. their own blogs and allow users
Setting up a myspaceac~ount
to listen torare tracks and en- is easy-all you need is an email
tire' albums before they are readdress and a first and last name.
leased. Last week's featured artist
Once .you're . registered, .set, up'
was toldplay, andthis week, the your profile,.and tell people about ' .
Offspring will let you checlc:out
aUofyoudavoritethlngs-movie,
.
.. ,their latest release; ......
music, book; and other~wise; PoSt .
"'.·'By usJng the search feature .'some phothsofyourseJJdoingi'i"
the band Ustirigssectlon, us-, diculou$Jllingsi: and r:ypediary
..•.• , ,:

;'.aN~~'~r~fI»<l·

·hulid~,~~~!!\?,.~Jr£,~,;i'·
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Ban my'river drinking and
I'll just up and pee my pantsl

BY TRAVIS ESTVOLD
Culture Columnist

t,

I've been hearing everywhere
lately~t
the furor over the
ban on alcoholic beverages on
the Boise River this summer. I've
read news articles, letters to the
editor, and columns, and had to
listen to countless friends rant
and rave about what a sham the
new law is.
Apparently, much ado has
been made about how the river
is no longer a safe or fun place
for families to take day trips because of alcohol-induced nonsensical behavior and hooliganism. I, for one, am very much in
favor of alcohol being allowed
on America's rivers. It is at the
very heart of what it means to be
a river floater. I don't recall ever
having heard any fellow floaters
talk about what a great can of
Coke they had during a float.
From what I can gather, lawmakers believe that the reo
cent rise in public urination,
violence, and littering are due
largely to what floaters arc tot. ing in their coolers as they make
their way down the Boise, and is
not, in fact, correlated with the
fact that half of the recreational
users of the river in the course of
the summer arc gigantic idiots.
It's frustrating for me to see
police officers being paid tax
dollars, standing in Barber Park
and floating alongsidsme down
the river, trying to peek in my
cooler or eyeballing my Nalgene
bottle, wondering what's inside
it. If I laugh too loudly, arc they
going to ask \0 sniff my bottle?
And if they were to smell alcohoI, even the slightest bit, would
I then be a criminal?
Seriously, why make it against
the law to drink? If (hey were go·
ing to post the police along the
river .anyway, why not just put

them there to accost the. rowdies, the litterbugs, or the public
pee-erst Couldn't they leave the
drinkers who actually behave
themselves alone?
Honestly, here's my complaint. Outside of the bar scene,
there are two activities I do in
this town when I really want a
beer by my side: when I watch a
football game and when I float
the river.
No offense to Boise State administrators, but nice- call- on
keeping alcohol out of Bronco
Stadium. I can only imagine
the lost concessions sales by not
offering-beer at games, nol 10
mention a serious blow to ambiance. Beer and football go together like ... hell, like beer and
football! And when I found out
at the start of the summer that
alcohol would be bannedon the
river? Let's just say I had some
choice 'words to say about it mostly ones that can't be aired
on broadcast television.
So, anyway, I'm not an alcoholic by any means, but I have
to hand it to lawmakers for putting a' serious damper on the
spirit of my summer by kyboshing river drinking. As a means of
showing my disapproval, I plan
on recruiting as many people as
I can: to be hooligans, litter everywhere, and publicly urinate
- all while sober,
.Okay, maybe not, but at the
very least, I plan to pee my
pants in plain view of police posted in the park. It .1 .
won't do much, but,
.~
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An old-school. girl~gDes·t-oWaredtDur~
BY HOLL.I HIGH
Culture Writer
In my eighth and ninth years
of attendance at the annual Vans
Warped Tour, I solemnly vowed
that they would be my last. The
attendees seem to get younger,
the music less punk-rock, and the
gravity-defying mohawks seem
fewer. And. every year around
May, as the sun comes out with
my Rancid CDs, my resistance to
this addictive music fest wanes.
So for my tenth year (/ skipped
the year that Cypress Hill headlined. Cypress Hilll), I joined
the droves of Ifi-year-oldsat the
Idaho Center Amphitheater this
past Friday for the lith annual
tribute to everything punk.
. Standing in the herd of safetypin clad youth at the gate, two
things were instantly apparentFirst, this reporter is no spring
chicken (and many of the beer
SWilling attendees were definitely not of age for such activities).
Second, the day was setting up to
. be long and hot.
Hawthorne Heights. a band

hailing from Dayton, Ohio, gave a
semi-muffled performance from
the main stage while the droves
baked in the sun. Thankfully, the
fine folks at Samsung gave me a
welcome bypass to the seemingly
endless line at the gate.
A flash of the emblem on my
phone took about twenty minutes
off my unpleasant waiton the hot
asphalt. Once inside, it was like
deja-vu. The setup of the venue
was nearly identical to previous
years, right down the pizza-stand
placement.
.
The tour this year boasted II
official stages, providing numerous options for musical enjoyment. Each band on the tour also
had their own merchandise tent,
creating a maze-like menagerie
of consumerism and free sticker
opportunities -. The addition of
tip jars at the merchandise tables was an interesting change.
Apparently the guy or gal who
sells you a t-shirt also deserves a
buck. Whatever.
Anyways, after procuring an
adult beverage and doing a walk
around, I was ready for some mu-
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sic, punk rock.
One thing that can be said for
the tour is that it's like a Golden
Corral of music. If the hardcore
band on the Bishop stage is not .
to your liking, try the Ernie Ball .
stage, and on your way as you pass
the Hurley stage, you may find a
gem of a band that you haven't
heard before.
In addition to big famous bands
like My Chemical Romance,
The Transplants, and Dropkick
Murphys, many smaller, less notorious bands have an opportunity for some national exposure.
One ofthese bands, local favorites
the PirkQlaters, had the opportunity to entertain ZOOsweating
fans on the Ernie Ball stage and
participate in the online battle of
the bands.
Many locals showed their loyalty and appreciation, forgoing
opportunities to see national acts
such as Atreyu on other stages.
It is these national acts that arc .
definitely the big draw to the tour,
a fact that became abundantly
clear as the day progressed. The
bigger, more famous bands took

the main stage, and Kids crowded
in to-participate in the cauldron
of dancing, mashing, crowd-surfing mayhem that was the pit.
The draw of big fame was
abundantly
clear when The
Transplants took the stage. A relatively new side project from Tim
Armstrong of Rancid fame and
Blink 18Z's Travis Barkerplans to
many audience members who
had not previously seen them
live. A fedora-clad Armstrong delivered his unique vocal fashion,
set off by lead vocalist Rob Aston's
raspy, hip-hop style.
Blown up condoms, courtesy of
Trojan, floated above the raucous
crowd as, by request of Aston, all
middle fingers rose toward the
stage for their final song. It was
clear that the crowd was the witness to punk rock royalty.
Following one of the biggest
punk bands of this time was one
of the least known bands on the
tour, Gogol Bordello. The New
York band with a cult following delivered their unique style,
most-closely described as Gypsy
punk.
.. -

Ukrainian born lead singer
Eugene Hutz entertained
the
crowd with an energetic stage antics and a belt made of gold coins.
Possibly the only band on the tour
with an accordion player, this
band seemed to reach longtime
fans of punk who appreciated
their unique musical offerings.
After Gogol Bordello, the main
stage crowd reached epic proportions as Thrice, a favorite among
punk-rock kids, delivered some
classic straight-forward, although
uninspired punk rock. They were
followed byThe Offspring, anoldschool frat rock favorite, playing
all the old hits from the '90s.
My Chemical Romance, one of
the most anticipated bands of the
tour, took the stage in frontof a
packed pit. During the day, these
boys look like every band-girl's
tattooed dream.
On stage, they display distinctly
different personas, morphing into
goth hard core punks with attitude to spare. Watching MCR was
comparable to watching punk
rock theater.
_In the trend of the day, ZOOmid-

die fingers rose toward the stage
as MCR delivered a high-speed
energetic performance.
In addition, lead singer Gerard
Way instructed all the girls at the
show to put their middle fingers
in the air and yell, "f'" you" when
some singer in a band tells them
to bare their breasts; It was clear
why this band was a crowd favorite, considering their multi-Iacetedshow.
To conclude the day, Warped
Tour veterans Dropkick Murphys
took the stage. A flag in green,
gold, and purple emblazoned with
the message, "United we stand,
divided we fall," flew high above
the crowd, as they performed
their song of the same mess,age.
As I left the Idaho Center with
the masses, I certainly didn't feel
like a lazy bastard. I felt tired,
sun baked, and frankly, old. But
'too old to return next year to the
summer music festival I love the
most?
The festival that never dies, the
one with great music every year,
that makes me feel young. and
hip? Talk to me in May.
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BY DANNY MCNEESE
Culture Writer

After departing from the first
leg of the Vans Warped Tour, I
joined back up in Boise. As any
first week goes, the attitude was
joyful, and the sun had yet taken
its toll. But once the tour passed
the Southwest, many had a look
of dehydration and borderline exhaustion. Familiar faces longed
for the timid Northwest air and
a break from. the heat. Though
Boise wasn't the hottest, temps in
the upper '90s were almost a vacation for many of the punk rockers.
Because the shows tenet to be a
cross between a traveling citrus
and musician's summer camp, I
was more than grateful to reunite
with my surrogate family on the
Warped Tour. I was a bit dismayed
by the lack of ef-

.~

fervescence in
my peers. Since
the second day

just roll up in their buses and play
a half hour set, then get back in
and leave. It makes it difficult
sometimes, but I have to remember that they are were they are because they once had to do it like
US."

For some one with HARD WORK
tattooed on his knuckles, Elvis has
earned his ink in serenity.
.
Others on tour have a slightly
different take. While in Portland,
The Matches lead singer Shawn
Harris said, "This is great. The
tour totally pampers you. For
anyone who grew up listening
to bands like Operation Ivy and
Rancid, this a dream come true. I
don't see it as that hard of work to
do your dream." I had to agree.
Though I wasn't with a band, I
had threeobligations on tour, and
none seemed like work.
Said Harris, "Everyone here
is like your

"The show's ten'd

family. Even
if some are
having an odd

to be a cross be- day."Like everyone, I was glad'
-tween
a
traveling
to see Tim
'
Armstrong.
W?;~~DIY at- circus and mu-:
~~~IV~P:~~~
titude was ever
tarist
and
present
And sician's summ
Rancid front
always " happy
,
er man was a)
to be working
god both back
to the hilt re- camp, I was more stage
and
gardless of the
front. Now on
temperature,
th an gra tef ul to
i
tour supportall the up and
ing his newest
coming bands
project, 'the
impressed
me reunite. with my
Transplants,
with their etheveryone was
ics.
glad to give
One
such surrogate
family."
credit
and
comrade is Elvis
thanks to a
of tour, I had
come to understand the doit-you.rself perspective of hard

of the band
Left Alone. The

man who took
',.
panjl1;Pllnk,
yqurtgeStofthe Epitaphiabei; "'rotic:hlstoiy~'
"' "
,the band is ten years strong. Lead
I got the feelinglhatArmstrong
mail Elvis has spent every day setinfluenced half of thebands on
ling up the bands' booth, selling
the tour. More than once it was
merchandise,' and afterperformmentioned that DIY was the driving each day, he and his band
ing force behind Armstrong's cacooked food for the entire tour at reer, though he modestly admits
the dailyBBQ.
" his attitude was only part of his
Amongst the heat, Elvis and
success.
hundreds of other musicians haul
Sincedri~
dampened the
their own equipment, buying
Portland show, there was a meltheir gas with monies they receive
lower feel, as the wet air was a
from selling cds and t-shirts.
change for the bands. While the
While in St. Louis, Eivis told me .-Sun shone bright and the heat
he was "more than happy to be
rarely dissipated on other show
doing it. Just to playa half hour set
dates, the Oregon show was calm
on the tour is worth all the hard
and many on tour regained themwork [Left Alone] puts out."
selves before heading across the
By the time the two of us Were boarder to Canada.
at The Gorge, he testified, "It's
Itook the time to take a nap and
all ,about DIY. I just wish others
reorganize
my sleep-deprived
would do the same."
brain. I hadn't slept much on tour,
To his own digression, Elvis and in a murky environment, I
said, "You know, the bigger bands
rested. After all, there was plenty

·1 !,'

BY DANNY MCNEESE
Culture Writer

The Vans Warped Tour is known
for giving outfree stuff, especially
if you are helping with the bands.
Of all the free things I received
while on the tour, th~mest-and
:: yet most interesting-was the DVD
i "Punk Rock Holocaust."
.L
Starring Kevin Lyman and
bands like Atmosphere, Bowling
" For Soup, The Used, and The Kids
Of Widney High, this movie is. a
faux horror film made over the
course of the 2003 Warped Tour.
.t.
With what could be the worst
acting in recent times, this slash-

performances by Warped Tour
er flick is more of a home movie
than an Indy film. Defiantly low bands, the film shows many acts
from the '03 summer. as theyare
in budget, the escapades of murfeatured or murdered. A subplot
dered Warped Tour patrons and
is sort-of established about the
fellow punk rockers are filmed
Troma-style with poor lighting I pitfalls of corporate rock, but it is
audio. It is a perfect example of , relatively unclear.
As Bois~State's Dr. Peter Lutze
what happens when people say,
often says, "What is the message
"Heyl-Let's make a movie."
being told in this movie?" One can
As a young reporter trying
sit back and say there is no mesto figure out who is behind the
sage in "Punk ROCKHolocaust.",
hundreds of grizzly homicides,
If there is a question to be
Lyman either conspires or argues,
posed, it is, "Why am I watching
it is never really clear which, with
this?" Bven then, you might have
the headofan evil record compato be on some drug to get through
ny, as the plot takes its 90-minute
the whole film. Both pot and hard
course.
Intermittently broken up by liquor could suffice.
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This DVD was given to the
bands and crew on tour, and I
don't think the film was ever intended to be released to the pub"
lie. If you stumble across "Punk
Rock Holocaust," go ahead and
watch it, but please don't pay
mimeyforviewingit.
If you would like a copy, I am
sure you can contact the filmmakers at. www.SpringmanRecords .
com.
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[SIDE
LINE]
DeLaet takes second. on Canadian Tour
Boise State senlor-to-be Graham DeLaet finished
second in the TELUS Edmonton Open, a Canadian
Tour event. Del.aet, only one of two amateur golfers
playing among 69 players, shot a fourth round 65 to
secure the second-place finish.
Matt McQuillan won the event. at 17-underpar for the four rounds, DeLaet, from Weyburn,
Saskatchewan, finished at ll-under-par. DeLaet was
an All-WAC honoree in 2003 and 2004 and was the
WAC Freshman of the Year in 2002. He redshirted
.during the 2004-05 season and will be a senior on the
Bronco squad in 2005-06.

Former Broncos place at .
USA Track Championships
Led by Jared Rome's second place finish in the
men's discus, four former members of the Boise State
University track and field team placed at this year's
USAOutdoor Track and Field Championships -.
Rome, a six-time NCAA All-American for the
.Broncos, placed second in the men's discus with a
throw of 205 feet, one inch, and earned a trip to the
World Track and Field Championships.
Neely Falgout, who just completed her-Bronco career last month, placed seventh in the women's javelin with a throw of 164-6.
A two-time WACchampion in the women's javelin,
Falgout set the Boise State record in the event this
year with a throw of 180-1.
Two former Bronco All-Americans competed in the
men's javelin with Rob Minnitti and Justin SI. Clair
placing third and l lth. Minnitti had a best throw of
.246-00, while SI. Clair's top throw was 221-6.

.

Corder KO'sWalker, wants
third fight· versus. Brinkley
Walker attempted to fight after the
knockout, but the official stopped
the fight when Walker couldn't stand
straight.
"The Warrior" has his mind set.
The crowd erupted for the now-cham. He wants Jesse Brinkley.
Following his third round knockout of pion local fighter,
Now with a belt, Corder has his sights
Steve "The Spoiler" Walker Friday night
at the Taco Bell Arena, Cleveland Corder set on a late September fight again,
is ready to get revenge on the man who in Boise. Friday night was the first of .
America knows from the NBC reality TV four fights that Corder signed on with
Knockout Promotions.
show, "The Contender."
Promoter Kasey Thompson says the
"That's who I want," Corder said. "I'll
venue for the next
take anyone off The
fight will be deterContender,' but Iwant
mined
sometime
Brinkley because I
this week, and the
have a legitimate loss
opponent will come
against him."
soon after.
Corder has twice
The fight will 'be
lost to Brinkley via
at either the Bank of
knock outs. Both
America Centre or
fights were at the
back at the Taco Bell
Coeurd'AleneCasino,
Arena.
with the last bout in
Thompson
says
March oflast year.
they are working on
Corder attained
the belt for
getting one of three fighters who starred
the
Candlan-American-Mexican
on "The Contender." Brinkley, who placed
Middleweight Title Friday night' against
Walker (16-10) and improved his record fourth on the show, and Joey Gilbert are
two possible opponents for Corder in
to 32-3 (18KO·s).
Walker was added as the opponent just September. However, Thompson says its
"90 percent likely': that Brent Cooper will
a week before the fight.
"He has a strong chin. let's just kill his be added.
Corder says that thereIs no added
body," Corder said of his quick strategy
.,
for Walker. But it wasn't a body shot that benefit for him to fight Gilbert, saying it
k
downed Walker, it was a fake right to the doesn't help him climb the ladder.
PHOTO'BY Sll\NLEY BREWSfERITIlE
"I just want to fight for a world title,"
body and straight shot to the chin.
Cleveland Corder raises on the corner rope to celebrate his third round
"When you kill the body, the head will Corder said.
knockout In front of the hometown crowd Friday night.. .
.
die," Corder said.
BY TREVOR HO~N
sports

Editor

"I just want
to fight for a
world title."
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.llndercard 'fignt"showcases
champion in the making

Presnell completes coaching staff
Gordy Presnell, head women's basketball coach,
completed his staff when he announced that J.R.
Payne and Toriano Towns had accepted positions
as assistant coaches at Boise State. The two join
Heather Sower, who was retained from the previous
administration, as members of Presnell's first Bronco
coaching staff. Presnell was hired on June 3rd as the
Bronco's sixth head coach succeeding len Warden
who resigned to take the same position at Colorado
State.
Both Payne and Towns are familiar with each other
as they are both graduates of Saint Mary's College.
They also spent three years together on the Gonzaga
'University coaching staff before Towns left to join the
University of Arizona program last year.
Payne comes to Boise State after six seasons at
Gonzaga University in Spokane, WA, where she
served as the program's recruiting coordinator. She
was also involved with the development and coaching of perimeter players.
Towns spent the last season atthe University of
Arizona preceded by three Seasons at Gonzaga. At
Arizona this past year Towns worked with the Wildcat
post players, in addition to being heavily involved in
recruiting and scouting. At Gonzaga he served as the
co-recruiting coordinator under coach Kelly Graves.

.

BY TREVOR HORN
Sports Editor

.

PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSfERITIlE ARBITER

Cleveland 'The Warrior' Corder lands a hard right hand versus Steve 'The Spoiler'
Walker Friday night at the Taco Bell Arena.
.

.

There was five undercard fights
took place before the CorderWalker title bout on Friday night.
Four were scheduled for. four
rounds, and the final fight for six
rounds. Only two went the distance, while three ended in the
first round respectfully.
The evening began with a very
impressive pro debut for Caldwell
born Rudy Valdez.
.
He scored a unanimous decision from the judges and The
Arbiter's scorekeeper, who scored
the four round fight at 40-35 for
Valdez (1-0) over Octavio Frias (11)of Portland.
Another local productdropped
quickly in the first round of the
second bout as bran Redfeldt took
a hard hit to the face from Arron
Robinson just 27 seconds into the
fight.
• The third fight squared two
huge heavyweight fighters together. Ija Flapping Eagle of

Boise, and Eric Boose of Puyallup,
Wash., went the distance in a majority draw call form the judges as
the two big boys used more of a
street brawl to the fight that rather boxing. The two will rematch
as' an undercard to Corder's title
defense in Septemeber.
.
The fourth fight had a bit of controversy involved. Boise native
Charlie Fortik slapped Osvaldo
Rojos early in the first round and
had a point deducted.
.
But, it was Rojos that won by
Tko after he knocked out Fortik,
and the commissioner called the
bout after 'Fortik couldn't stand
square on his two feet.
The final undercard fight gave
Boise fans an look at an up and
coming fighter from Coeur d'
Alene that could very well be seen
nationally within the next few
years.
Shawn Hawk .(9-0, 7 KO's)
knocked out Paul Purcell (0-3)
in the third round. Hawk used a
clean and fundamental fight to finally knock out Purcell.

Two-time national champion earns
top male athlete conference award
"I'm verv excited for Gabe, beIn conjunction with his outcause he is such a spectacular
standing athletic talents, Wallin
person," Boise State head coach
is also an outstanding studentBoise State senior Gabe Wallin
Mike Maynard said.
athlete.
and Fresno State senior Jamie
Wallin successfully defended
He was recently named to the
Southern have been named the
his 2004 national championship
2005 ESPNThe Magazine All-:
recipients of the 2004-05 Joe
in the men's javelin at the 2005
District VIII Cross Country/Track
Kearney Award for the WeStern
•NcAA National Track and Field
and Field Team. He holds a cuAthletic Conference. Wallin is
Championships, with a winningmulative
G.P,A;of3.87 in busi.the first Bronco t()win the award'
throw of 258 feet,' 5 inches.
_ ness.
since Boise State joined the conHis closest competitor was
Wallin is back in'Sweden comference in 2001.
.
.
nine feet behind. Wallin wort the
petlng for the national team in
, .:'Named in honor offOlfficr2004
crown with a Boise State
preparation f~rtheworld cham- WACcommissioner Joe Kearney,
record throw of 264-9.
pionshlps inAugl1st; Iust'over
the awards are given annually.
Along with being a two-time .. a weekfQ!lo1-!:inghis Il~tional
to the top male and femaleWAC. • NCAAnationalchampion in the. . .championship inSaeriutiento,
athletes:
. javelin, Wallin is alsothe twoWallin threw for 262~10in com. The WAC'athletics direc' time WACchampion' in the same
petition back honie...
. ...•...
':.!orsselecttlierilaleaward
event,
. i:
..... .... ::' PastmaieWiIlijeisohlieawatd'
while theWACse~ <: '.'
. WalHnwon the 2004WAC titie <.i®~dt;:tiirtl~NfLplilyers.ln:
'.:; .
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Sports Editor
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. .BSUplayershave Georgia on their minds
What the Broncos -are thinking going into the season opener at Sanford Stadium
'Georgia on My Mind' by Hoagy Carmichael
maybe the state song for Georgia, but there are
some in Boise that are singing the same tune.
"Football down there is huge,
and I'm just preparing myself so
when I get down there I'm not
Senior safety Robby Jones
shell-shocked," sophomore safe- .
agrees that he has caught himself
ty Marty Tadman said.
humming the tune to himself at
Players don't want the wrong
home.
impression brought out either.
Now less than two months from
They know that this is just one of
kickoff of the 2005 football sea12 regular season games schedson, the Boise State football team
uled this season.
is practicing twice a week in play"You can't think of them being
er-run drills. Due to NCAA rules any more special or bigger, they
and sanctions, coaches can have
are just guys playing football,"
nothing to do with practices unsophomore guard Tad Miller said.
til team practices begin on Aug. 8.
Miller also used the example
But that hasn't stopped the team
from the movie,"Hoosiers" to exfrom making sure they are getting
plain that when the coach draws
things done.
out the basketball court to the
"We've been doing more than
players in the movie is the same
~
i.JI
we ever have before," sophomore.
way that the Broncos need to look
PIlUlO
BY
SlANlEY
BREWSTERiTIIC
ARBITER
center Jeff Biedermann
said.
at the game-the field at Sanford
Senior defensive tackle Alex Guerrero takes on pari lime coaching dulles
"More film study and the conStadium is 100 yards long, just
during the player-run practices this summer in preparation of the Sept. 3
ditioning and lifting have been
like it is in Bronco Stadium and
season opener at Georgia.
harder than ever before."
they need to try to find ways to r----------Commentary---:--'-------'----,
It's not that Georgia is the only just focus on that.
game thal is on the mind of the
Inside the Broncos locker room
Broncos, but for a team that l.as
there is a 'calendar that counts
a mindset from game to game,
down the days until kickoff, but
there is really nothing else for inside the Bulldogs locker room,
these guys to think about. Not to they have a doormat that sits just
mention the fact that the Broncos
inside the front door that reads,
had their nation leading 22 game
"Beat Boise State."
gain the experience of attending
BY ·Dj\VID,JOSEPH
win streak snapped in the Liberty
Georgia is not overlooking the
South Florida Sun-S.entlnel .
college for a ycar or two.And who
Bowl versus Louisville on New Broncos. One Boise State player
would turn down those millions
Years Eve-there is a bad taste left states that the Bulldogs are in a
if it didn't compromise their beIn a perfect. world. Morgan
in the mouths of Boise State playsort of lose-lose situation that if
lie(s and could help a family sufers.
they are expected to win; and if Pressel and LeBron James would
fering from financial hardship?
attend college. They would make
Robby Jones summed it up af- they lose, the season could quicknew friends, experience the joys 'Oh, I know the answer, those
ter asked if there was a bad taste
Iy turn bad. Whereas the Broncos
who haven't suffered, and those
of academia, and, eventually,
in his mouth by saying, "Yeah, oh aren't expected to win, but a vicwho don't know what it's like to
learn the difference between
definitely."
tory could easily bring BCS talks
live day to day or watch their par-'
Dostoyevsky and Gwen Stefani.
In the past. the. Broncos have
about Boise State just one game
enls struggle tu make the renl. .
But
this
isn't
a
perfect
world,
played in front of some hostile
into the season.
John Rocker attended college.
and there's no room for Pollyanna
Southerncrowds to open theirsea"It just shows that our program
Unfortunately, some have Iorin professional or amateur (whatson. In 2001, the Broncos inauguhas grown quickly and Coach
gotten, or have never bothered to
ever that means) sports. Yet, in
ral season in the Western Athletic
.Hawkins is doing a good job,"
the past few weeks, with the NBA investigate, thcnumber of great
Conference, they went down and .freshman wide receiver Vinny
athletes whoiumed professional
raising its age limit and Pressel
lost to South Carolina 32-13 in
Perretta said ..
without the benefit of college.
and Michelle Wie. taking high
front of 83,019 fans. The following
One thing for certain is the
The NHL welcomed Wayne
school
vacations
to
compete
in
season, the Broncos second game
Broncos understand the ImporGretzky at 17 and Bobby Orr at
the U.S. Women's Open, some
of the season was in from of70.142
tance of the game, and what a vic18. Unless there's a deep, dark
are once again complaining that
fans as theytooka41-14 drubbing
tory could mean to the program.
secret associated with these two
young athletes are turning pro.bYJlJ,eRa:?orp"a~ks,..: . .
.,
"it:s,defini.telythll.m!?st exciting
men, I don't believe they'vedis. "'Big cfowas yes;'bufstiII noth'ing'-'~ ai1llblggest game we'Ve'eVernad," - fessiolllil too soon .
graced themselves.
.
The athletes should attend colto what Sanford Stadium will of- Beidermann said. :
lege, they claim. There should be . Tennis' star. Tracy Austin won
fer on Sept. 3. The home stadium
Not because of the crowd in
age restrictions implemented by the U.S. Open at 16.Pele made his
for Georgia seats 92.446 fans; and
Georgia, but for one reason for
World Cup debut at 17.
professional
sports, they argue,
is the fifth largest stadium in the
Drisan James of why. he has'
Pitcher Bob Feller made his
and
the
NBA
didn't
do
enough
nation.
Georgia on his mind.
raising the age requirement for major league debut at 17with the
Players know the importance
"What I got in mind is what I've
Cleveland Indians in 1936, before
the draft from 18 to 19.
of football in that region of the
got to do so we don't disappoint
These arguments are a joke, if finishing his senior year in high
country too.
everybody here in Boise."
school.
not insulting, and for the most
Andrea Jaeger. played profespart being made by people who
sional tennis at 14. She's now
forgot what it's like to struggle,
founder of The Silver Lining
have likely never had to struggle,
and who lack knowledge when it Foundation, which provides relief for children suffering from
comes to sports history.
Lawrence Phillips attended . cancer.
Sean Taylor and
Quintin
college.
Williams attended college.
How can NBA Commissioner
Certainly, this isn't to sugDavid Stern tell an 18-year-old
gest 15-year-olds' be allowed to
high school graduate he must
There
wait a year before he can earn a play professionalIootball,
are boundaries in' every sport
living and help his family strugand most rational people have a
gling to make ends meet? And
will Stern help that young man if, good idea of those limits. Maybe
the age limit for tennis and golf
during that year off, he is injured
should be 15. Why not require a
and is not able to earn a living in
high school diploma for the NBA
theNBA?
or two years of college forprofesWhy should Pressel attend colsional ''lotbal\?
lege if she wants to make millions
But me rapid development
on the LPGATour while traveling
these days of young athletes
the world?
physically and mentally, coupled
The argument that athletes
PHUlO COIll1l'ESY BRONCO SPOJrni
with the money they can earn,
should attend college and maFormer Bronco Wesley Moodie (right) and doubles partner Stephen Huss •
should allow those few extraorwon the gentleman's doubles championship at Wlmbldeon.
ture before playing professional
dinary athletes like Pressel and
-sports
is
tired
and
old
and,
really,
nament
each
year.
He
was
also
an
the number three .seed of Mark
James and Freddy Adu to com20 years removed from being reAU-American in both 1999 and
Knowles and Michael Lloda.
pete professionally, if they are
2000. with his collegiate doubles , motely legitimate.
In Moodie's junior and senior
able, and attend college at their
Todd Marinovich attended colpartner, LeifMeineke.
He has
years at Boise State, he helped
lege. No one has the right to tell a convenience.
played professionally since comlead the Broncos to back-to-hack
That-would be a perfect world.
young person to turn down milpleting his eligibility at Boise
BigWest Championships and into
,
lions of dollars so he or she can
State;
the first round of the NCAA tourBY TREVOR HORN

.,

Sports Editor

PHUlO BY SlANLEY BREWSTERiTIIE ARBITER

Drisan James hauls in a deep catch over Gerald Alexander. The players are
practicing this summer wllh Georgia on their minds.
.
r---------commeniary----------.

Hawks, baseball and plenty more
BY MICj\H SULLIVj\N
j\rblter Staff
Boise State hasn't had a baseball program in years-well, we
have baseball as a club sport, if
you're interested in playing. But,
if you want to see a live game
this summer, you have to visit
Memorial Stadium and catch
the defending Northwest League
Champion Boise Hawks.
Even though this season isn't
going so well in the win column compared with last year's,
or ... really any standard, don't
worry. I know eight and 13 after
21 games sounds like a Royals'
kind of run, even at only .380, the
Hawks are just four games back
of the NL East division leading
Tri-City Dust Devils.
So hang in there, we're at
this point only through "a third
through the season. Two impressive wins in a row make me
think we'll catch 'em, because of
our outstanding coaching staff
of Trey Forkerway and last year's
manager Tom Beyers.
We have great players this year,
almost all new to the team from

college, the Dominican league,
or the other Cub's franchise minor league teams .. Ieff'Culpepper
is batting one of the highest' percentages in the league at .321,
and feft-handed pitcher Jesus
Yepez, with a.110 ERA,also rocks
the Northwest League.
Even if you don't have baseball in your blood, the live
game itself is an experience everyone can enjoy. Every Friday
home game, you can see amazing fireworks (the ones you now
only hear pounding the walls at
your place) in all their up-close
glory. Tuesdays are dollar beer
nights, and Wednesdays are dollar popcorn, hotdog, and-peanut
nights.
The cheap seats (excellent
viewing with each between
home and first base) are $2 this
',' season. There are tons of promotlons, and the next, on July 15, is
a giveaway of Hawk's patriarch
Chicago Cubs caps.
Get your tickets by calling 3225000, stopping by the box office,
or pay an extra dollar each at
www.boisehawks.com. See you
there.

Let young athletes

earn; then learn

Former Bronco wins at Wimbledon
COURTESY
Broncosports.com

Former Boise State Bronco
Wesley Moodie and doubles
partner
Stephen
Huss won
the
Gentlemen's
Doubles
Championship
at
2005
Wimbldeon. Moodie and Huss
defeated nu~ber two seeded Bob
and Mike Bryan in four sets.It is
the first time at Wimbledon that a
men's doubles team coming from
the qualifying rounds has won
the championship.
In the semi-finals, Moodie
and Huss defeated the number
one seed Max Mirnyi and Jonas
Bjorkman to advance to the
championship match.
The two played in the qualifying tournament to qualify in the
main draw and are not ranked.
They upset four ranked doubles
teams in the five rounds that they

have competed in to get to the finals.
Moodie, from South Africa,
played for the Broncos from the
fall of 1998 through the spring of
2000. He became the first Bronco
to play in Wimbledon, when he
did so in singles play in 2003. He
also played in Wimbledon singles
in 2004. This is the first year he
has played doubles at Wimbledon.
He did not qualify for the singles draw this year. His doubles
partner, Stephen Huss, is from
Australia and played at Auburn.
In the first round of the tournament, Moodie and Huss defeated Cyral Saulnier and Tom
Vanhoudt. In the second round,
Moodie and Huss upset the number six seed Mehesh Bhupathi and
Todd Woodbridge.
In the third round, Moodie
and Huss defeated ninth seeded Frantisek Cermak and Leos
Fridl. On June 28, they defeated
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WORK IT
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Ad rep needed to visit
our
sponsors.
$1200/
project. More. info email
gradmarketing@rogers.com
or call 1-888·881-2322.

02 Maytag \VasherlDryer
set. $475. Call 426-2858
or 389-2195
1985 Chevy Blazer, 4x4,
runes greatn needs some
body work, $750.00 or
best offer. 830-0759
1999 Honda

Accord

Starting at $295/mo.
Bring Inad Be receive $100
off ht month rent

EX

v-tech, pw, pd, ps, pl, sunroof. 76k miles. $9100
abo. Call 724-5361
2.5 ton long frame floor
jack $150, jack stands
$10, battery charger/engine starter $20. Call 3443046
92' Suburu Loyale 4WD
122k miles. Auto AC,
PW, PL, and CD. 4 studs
on rims. $2700. Call 3892195 or 426-2858

t: 1530
(Awii\xlI'aidUliIitlca. S60
EiTcctiVI' Rent • 5460
"~',I..

.:

21lOOroonl + '1OwnhomtJ

a\~ilabll': 896-1150Sq,
5645·5720

n.

DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING II1d WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILASLE

336·8787

~~'i~=~~;':
M~ Classic
=-=

sian at mlnlmum 01

$8.00 I hour

Ibr Northend
duplex. Hardwood floors,
lots of light, quiet street.
$500 + dep. 1017 N. 5th.
602-2539

Peld iralnlng
'Casuel environment
'Flexlble echedule
Please call lor
more Information

Work Cor Rentl Wanted
upperclass level student
for country living within
2 miles. I bdr. home in
exchange for 12 hours
house/yard cleaning and
pete care. Car required,
Cost average $50/mo. No
pets, no smoking. Call
Barbara at 336-700 I

Fender Strat Guitar w/
create, stand, amp and
connection cord. Brand
new, never been used,
$500,00. Call 830-0759

King & Queen mattress
sets $50, Frames $35.
Call 344-4472 of after 3p
@713-2192

.

Rent- 564-5

Compaq
E500 laptop.
Pentium 2, CD, Floppy,
USB, modem, W98SE,
AC adapter,good battery,
more. $300, 343-4626

Hydraulic jacks: 12-ton,
4-ton portable, & 1/2 ton
transmission
$50 each.
Call 344-3046

Includes all utilities, cablel
computer lab. Open 7 days
a week

Private LivingAreas & Bath
Shared Common Amenities

EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600

Roommate
Needed!
Preferably artsy but not
smelly. $325 per month:
includes all utilities, including
electricity!
3
bdrm, I bath house near
Franklin
& Roosevelt
area. Call 208.867.0572 ask for Francis, WORD.

Career Center
BroncoJobs
On- and
off-campus

and internships
for current and
graduating

students

Check out

BroncoJobs
hllp:/Icareer,boiscslatc,cdu

Halo 2@
On the
BIG

The Reel Theatre is happy to announce the launch of Halo2e Game Nightat the Northgate
Reel Theatres. The event starts on Friday. February 4~ @ midnightand runs until 3am
Saturday morning, This willbecome a weeklyevent (wI the possibilityof more nights being
added later on) at the NorthgateReel Theatre on 6950 W, Sate ST, in Boise. The cost will
be $10 per person playingand $3 for persons watching, For more informationon this or for
current movie information.please call 377·2620 or visit www-roollheatre.com, Come on
over to the NorthgateReel and get yourgame on!
·X/))n>
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Identical
5 John Dickson or
Vikki
9 Stanch
14 Mr. Trebek
15 Shaving-cream
additive
16 Actor Alain
17 Electrical unit
18 Discourteous
19 Refinement
20 Luring into a
compromising
position
23 Ornamental
container
24 Does some
cobbling
25 Low.card
27 Pet doc
28 Pair of draft
animals
29 Up-to-date, for
short
32 _ Park, CO
35 Work the room
37 Fibber
38 "Water Lilies"
painter
39 "Lucky Jim"
author
40 Made sporadic
spitting sounds
42 Kiss loudly
. 43 Best guess:
abbr.
44 Painter Holbein
45 Opponent
46 "Auld Lang _"
47 Obligatory
51 Conscious of
54 Delta-shaped
56 Stringed
instrument
58 Doing nothing
59 Crooner Perry
60 Baylor of
basketball
61
-do-well
62 Recognized
63 Standing by
64 A Player
65 Back talk
DOWN
1 Hoarder
2 Without help
3 Thaws

SCREEN!
• 16 Garners. 4
Screens. State-of-theArt Surround Sound

jobs

__ :--
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All right. re.erved.

4 Outgoing
5 Floor covering
6 Grads
7 Commuted
8 Came in twice
9 K.C. summer
hrs.
10 Really deep,
man
11 Ms. Maxwell
12 Small beds
13 Patella's place
21 Pub pints
22 Stretch of land
26 Rhea's cousin
28 Fork parts
29 Baby's first word
30 Of the ear .
31 Escritoire
32 Otherwise
33 liquid tastes
34 Like a drum
head
35 Taking turns?
36 Ins on the way
out
38 Intended
41 Friend's pronoun

Solutions
I:l
3
"'101/\
N 0

A
3 S V /\
3 .L S V
N 0 1 3
)l :) 3 H

42 "_ of the South"
45 Sunday best
46 Kind of geometry

47 Farmer's
machine
48 Entertainer
Massey

49
50
51
52
53
55
.57

Designates
Matures
Again
Cairo's river
Forum wear
Mental spark
At least one

The Arbiter
shivers me
timbers.

arrrrrgh ...

By Linda C, Black
Tribune Media Services
Today's Birthday (07-13-05).
Changes become necessary this year,
and patience is in short supply. 'You'll
do best to come up with a long-range
plan now, to stay headed in the right
direction. To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day,
o the most challenging. \

\.

Ar.ies (March 2l-Aprll 19) \ .
Today is a 7 - 'You and your p~rtner
can work out a compromise, but not
for a little while. Patience is in short
supply. Hold on to what you have,
Taurus (April20.May 20)
Today is a6 -Somebody who has
less experience, anda whole lot less
common sense, may be in charge now,
Don't have a 'tizzy fit; bide your time.
The truth will come out.
Gemini (May 21-Junc 21)
Today is a 7 - Romance is in the air,
but there are obstacles to achieving
the life you envision. Don't be a
lightweight about it.

Cancel' (June 22·July 22)
Today is a 5 - Domestic issues
demand more attention than
, usual. Don't get bogged down in
unpleasantries. An old favorite will
help break theic~.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) Today
is a 7 - People love you for your sense
of humor, your honesty and great
attitude. Don't even go where people
value each other for their money.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 7 - There's more
information available than you know
how to use. The tricky part is to
choose between the good stuff ana the
superfluous.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 -Don't invest in another's
scheme, or sign up for a group outing.
You'll find a better deal if you can
wait for a couple of days.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
Today is a 7 -If you can manage to
be respectful to a personyou find
annoying, you'll make more money
and grow up to be better negotiator.
It's worth the effort.

a

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a 5 -Return all those phone
calls you've been putting off. You'll
find out things that might cause you
to change your plans. Better now than
later.
'

comics
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Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19) Today
is a 7 - Demands are being made,
and it's a surebet you'll have to take
action. Don't rush into it blindly,
though, Work up a strategy,
Aquarius (Jan, 20~Fcb. 18) Today
is a 7 -Don't launch a new endeavor
now, even if you're anxious. There's
more groundwork to be done before
yo~, can be .assured of your success.
Pisces (Feb. 19.March 20)
Today is a 5 - Even if you discover
you have more tucked away than you
thought, this is not a good time to
splurge. Pay off bills, instead.
(e)
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